
 be able to respond to someone’s anger using the
skill of active listening (paraphrasing someone’s feelings and 
thoughts).

Objectives/Aims

Active Listening Practice

Materials
none

Avoiding Conflict: Week 1

30 min.

The students will:

Time:

understood them correctly by listening and watching for their reaction to your paraphrasing.

Group Activity
1.  Review what the students learned from the last two activities involving active listening.  Tell 
them that today they are going to practice the skill of active listening.

2.  Split the students into pairs.  They need to sit or stand, facing each other.  Alternatively, 
students can sit in two concentric circles with the inner circle facing the outer circle.  Label one 
person as A, and the other person as B.  Remind the students that this is a vignette (short play), 
and it is only pretend... so don’t take the other person’s words personally.

3.  Demonstrate how to do active listening.  Remind them to listen carefully to the other person's 
words and to also observe their emotions or feelings.
Example: (A rudely pushes in front of B.) B says, “Give me back my place, you line cutter!”

4.  In each play, start with A making the angry statement and  have B do active listening, then have
them switch.  After 2 plays, have the As rotate to a new partner.

Possible dialogue starters:
- “Ouch!  You big galoot!  You stepped on my toe!”
- “You ball hog!  Give me back the ball!”
- “I don’t like you anymore!  You never share your things with me!”

Week #: 4
Day: d. Thur.

Week #:
4

Month: Sept.

Illustration
The girl seems to be listening very 
carefully to what the boy is saying.  I 
wonder how that can either help 
prevent or heal a conflict? 

Background
When someone verbally attacks us, our
natural tendency is to defend 
ourselves by responding in kind.  A 
useful way to avoid a conflict and even
heal the situation is to use a technique
called ‘active listening.’  In essence, 
active listening is when you listen 
carefully to the other person’s words 
and acknowledge that person’s 
feelings.  Then, you try to state what 
you heard or observed using your own
words (paraphrasing).  Finally, you 
make sure that you heard and
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Note: You can also ask the students for possible scenarios.

Group Discussion Questions

Variations/Extensions
1.  After each round, ask who would like to do their vignette for the whole class.

Conclusion
“Remember, if you can stay calm and use active listening, it can stop a fight and save a friend.”

Week #:
4



The girl seems to be listening very carefully to what the boy is saying.
I wonder how that can either help prevent or heal a conflict?
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